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Chapter 325 

If they wanted Bloodthirsty Mercenaries out of the picture, they had to get rid of Tyrant. Even i f they 

failed, they needed someone of equal strength to hold him off, or they had no chance at all. 

Who could hold off the number one Dragon Rank master recognized by the underworld? 

Dragon Rank and Tiger Rank had qualitative differences. It was not something a mere difference in 

numbers could be solved. 

“Mr. Lidell, with all due respect, you have no chance of attacking Dark Cape and destroying Blood 

Mercenaries!” Paul said. 

“Oh? Why is that?” David asked. 

“Because Blood Mercenaries’ leader Tyrant is recognized as the number one Dragon Rank master. You 

have no chance of destroying Blood Mercenaries if you don’t get rid of him.” 

“I know! Don’t worry about that! If I’m attacking Dark Cape, I’ll find a way to take care of Justin.” 

“Who’s Justin?” Paul asked in confusion. 

“Justin is Tyrant, the leader of Bloodthirsty Mercenaries you mentioned.” 

“Do you know him, Mr. Lidell?” 

“Of course! How else would I know his name? Not only do I know him, but I have a vendetta against 

him! So he must die!” 

Paul thought about it, clenched his teeth, and said, “In that case, I’ll start Red Flame as per your 

instruction, Mr. Lidell. But in the meantime, I’ll need you to frighten them. Money and fame can recruit 

many strong people, but I can’t control them.” 

Paul decided to give it a try! 

It made sense since David knew Tyrant and had bad blood with him. After all, he knew David would not 

start a fight he could not handle. 

If they succeeded in forming the third-ranking mercenary regiment in the global underworld, his name 

would also become a legend in the mercenary world. 

It was a temptation no mercenary could resist. 

Even though he had retired from the mercenary world, he could not resist this temptation! 

“Okay! You’ll be the deputy leader once Red Flame is established. Don’t worry about the money. Recruit 

all the strong ones. Even if you need to spend a lot of money, build me a strong Red Flame team. Tell 

them someone will take care of Tyrant. I believe those after fame will not 

give up the chance to make a name for themselves.” 

“I see! I will finish the task!” 

‘The Chasez family! ‘I’ll give you another month to live, and then you’ll be uprooted. 

‘I’ll need to improve my strength to double limit within a month to confidently beat Justin. 

‘Once I conquer Dark Cape, I’ll take over the location and status.’ 

David thought that with unlimited money and Falcon and Special Task Force’s status, he could be 

fearless and have no one to be afraid of as long as he did not commit crimes on his own initiative. He 

had never been a troublemaker anyway. 

However, it was not enough for David to learn from the Chasez family! 

He did not have enough influence or power yet. 



These were not enough for some of the more established families. 

With his current power and potential, he could have killed the Chasez brothers, and nothing would have 

happened. 

Lucas and Leeman would not do anything to him! 

If David did not leave Somerland, Justin dared not enter Somerland no matter how tough he 

was. 

This was what Lucas told him. 

Justin was still wanted by Special Task Force and would be dealt with once he entered Somerland. 

Besides, his status did not allow him to enter Somerland anyway, as it would arouse Falconia’s suspicion. 

However, David could not do that! 

He might be fine once he did, but many people would die because of him. 

These people were Somerland’s greatest asset, and he could not put them at risk for selfish 

reasons. 

Since Dark Cape was a talisman, he should control it. 

They would take over Dark Cape in a month and destroy Bloodthirsty Mercenaries as well as the Chasez 

family. 


